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- Will TSO-DSO coordination schemes allowing participation of active end-users incentivize behavioral
change and technological adoption of end-users at the early stage of distribution grid transition?
- How will active end-users affect the operation of the power system under different TSO-DSO
coordination schemes?
- How will other factors (techno-economical parameters, affects of agents with higher influential levels
such as community champions, social atmosphere, etc.) affect the answers to the above questions?

For line length > 1 km and V <= 40 kV:
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Statistical analysis of the line length of the distribution network.

Inference of mean electricity demand field with high resolution population density data and hourly electricity
demand data from ENTSO-E. Visual demonstration link.

Load Profile of
the Consumer
Price: Start from highest and gradually go down
Measure of price, ( ), is the time duration
which price is greater or equal to p

discharge at a certain time
DC = min(dc_max, load)
(When positive control reserve is to be
activated, discharge of the corresponding
time interval will be fixed to 0)
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Assumptions of the behavior and strategies for end-users, according to the technologies they adopted.

High resolution transmission network modeling
down to 40 kV.
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Modeling of the power flow and voltage on the
distribution network.
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